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To: Admin@moi8ebrjdge.net

On 6/24/13, Patrick Kam <pkam@mall.ccsf.edu> wrote:

We as a group occupy am using a hacker space called Noise-bridge for making
posters and keeping informed witli media on our efforts ..Noisebridge has

- always been a supporter of occupy efforts til recently ,, It is a 501c3
> educational space which chooses it board and community merpbers ,.lt is

> labeled a anarchist hacker-space .Within the past week , certain members of

this hacker-space has developed a anti-occupy attitude .. I was approached

^ by a member there named (evil-dan)..

> which started with a sentence wlth( I will give you a chance to make right

on the paint splattered on this wall over here ) I answered quickly with I
have nothing to do with this paint on the wall.. He came back with it is a
occupy matter and I assume you have definitely something to do with it..

I said once again ,no it has nothing to do with me but I will be happy to
> help you fix this wall out of love for the space we share .... He then
> could not accept the fact that I would not take credit for the damage on
> the wall and started asking me to leave the space till we have a meeting
> about it till tomorrow...

> I have be a acting liaison for the occupy community but am only responsible

> for my own actions and wil not own up damaging the wall with paint.. I
> did say at one time that if any one has any problems with occupiers in that
> space to bring it to my attention so we can work this out in our own

> community meetings ..1 can not convict our guys for some damage done by
> another person in the noisebridge community and we all know exactly who

> this person is ..My issue is , How do I advise or prove this person WADE
> has no affiliation with Occupy San Francisco and is not recognized as a
> member of our collective ..

> Would it be too much to ask for a formal apology from this member for

> bringing this disrespectful and time consuming problem to the wrong group

> or person ... I was there today to meet with Maggie from Global Exchange to
> design posters for our next action ..She was present during this
> altercation..

1 also told dan that I would call the police on him if he would not stop

stalking the occupiers and making problems for us as a collective ...

> BCC : ACLU - Attorney Mona Lisa ...I would appreciate and advise and assistance in making this
> issue fix itself but am willing to do some work to find out if this 501c3
>

is in compliance with the rules and responsibilities that with having that status

>

> Patrick Kam

